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music for and by geoffrey poole

joyous lake Geoffrey Poole 

Geoffrey Poole was performing his solo piano works in
London concerts in his teens, before Wymondham Chants

launched his professional career in 1971. His major instru-
mental compositions include three string quartets and
several intercultural concertos, such as that for Ghanean
drummer (Two Way Talking, MusICA portrait concert,
1993), for Javanese gamelan (Swans Reflecting

Elephants, BBC Symphony Orchestra with South Bank
Gamelan, 2004), and a sardonic piano-concerto take on
the Western millennium, Lucifer.

Residencies in Nairobi, Princeton, and Seoul provided fur-
ther stimulus during a distinguished 34 year university
career at Leeds, Manchester, and Bristol where he was
Professor of Composition 2004-9. His music has been
performed and broadcast all over the world. 25 of his 80
works are recorded on CD and his achievement received
extended appreciation in Tempo by Deniz Ertan in 2009.
As Professor Emeritus he is active as pianist, conductor
and composer.  

I am most grateful to all performers for their generosity

and co-operation in producing this disc, to all composers

who contributed their new work, to the Music Department

of Bristol University for its support in kind during my tenure

and as an emeritus, to David Greenhorne without whose

generous vision and determination this project would not

exist, to an anonymous patron, and most especially to

Jonathan Scott for his unstinting energy and exemplary

skills as tonmeister.   

Geoffrey Poole

PRIMA FACIE
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Joyous Lake

Joyous Lake is the name of a collection of miniatures for solo piano created by a group of 20 com-
posers taught by Geoffrey Poole.  Written and compiled in secret the scores were presented to him
in Bristol as a gesture of gratitude and admiration on the occasion of his retirement from teaching.  

On this disc the Joyous Lake collection is performed by the recipient, who remarks: -  

“As I studied and rehearsed these pieces over several months before the recording, I realised:

each one occupies an expressive universe in its own right.  It seems almost inhumane to pack so

much into one recital.  I’d recommend listening to just one or two each day – like sipping a fine wine

to savour its unique bouquet.

I’m fortunate to have had dozens of fascinating people with real musical imaginations pass through

my hands.  My first teacher William Buncher told me  “If you want to learn something, teach it” and

it’s true.  I thank my pupils not only for Joyous Lake (which is a generous garland that touches my

heart more deeply than I can say) but also for their enlivening company, high aspirations, perfec-

tionism and integrity.  This is what really matters, and it continues a line from my own teachers

Alexander Goehr and Jonathan Harvey; deriving from Messiaen, Schoenberg, Britten and others

before them, while striding as we see here, confidently into the future.” - GP

The CD balances three tranches of Joyous Lake piano music with some of Geoff’s most innova-
tive music for strings.  The second string quartet (commissioned by The Lindsays in 1990) is a piv-
otal work in terms of his assimilation of African music after living in Kenya, while the Huddersfield
Festival 1999 commission Qigong for 11 strings is admired as a tour de force of colourful string
sonorities.  The quartet The Sheltering Bell, commissioned by Bristol University for its Centennial
Banquet in 2009, is an ingenious and entertaining response to its brief.  Bridging these two ele-
ments (the piano miniatures and the string pieces) is one of Geoff’s own piano miniatures, the one
inspired by Hexagram 58 of the I Ching and generally translated as Joyous Lake.   This was the
text that inspired the whole project in the mind of David Greenhorne, galvanising all twenty com-
posers heard here. 

Camerata Ensemble

The Manchester Camerata chamber orchestra was founded in 1971 and is dedicated to performance
of a wide variety or repertoire in th Manchester and North West region.  

David Bednall

David Bednall is a busy composer and organist, combining an extensive freelance career with the
position of Sub Organist at Bristol Cathedral, PhD Studies in Composition with Professor John Pickard
at the University of Bristol and Directorship of the University Singers. His recital venues have ranged
from  L’Église de La Trinité, Notre-Dame de Paris, Westminster, and St Paul’s, to Edinburgh Fringe
Festival

Joyous Lake pieces (except one*) and Lagoon Geoffrey Poole, piano, recorded 15th May 2011 at
Victoria Rooms Bristol University by Jonathan Scott.

*Outside the Box David Bednall, piano, recorded 23rd June 2010 at Victoria Rooms Bristol University
by Jonathan Scott.

The Sheltering Bell Brodowski String Quartet, recorded 8th May 2009 at Victoria Rooms Bristol
University by Jonathan Scott.  

String Quartet No. 2 The Camerata Ensemble, recorded 5th February 1999 at ASC Studio
Macclesfield by Steven Plews (originally issued 1999 on Fast Forward by ASC).

Qigong Goldberg Ensemble, conducted by Malcolm Layfield, live concert recording 24th Feb 2005 at
St George's Bristol by Jonathan Scott.

Joyous Lake (20 miniatures for solo piano) was conceived and produced by David Greenhorne,
and published June 2010 thanks to the generosity of Bristol University Music Department from
whom copies are available. 

All composers assert international copyright control of their own music and three are self-publishing:
Iestyn Harding - From Those Flames - Silurian Music
Jonathan Palmer - Misgeoff - Newland Music
Jean Hasse - Upon opening the door…    - Visible Music

All music by Geoffrey Poole is available from Edition Peters
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Joyous Lake (Selection I) (Tracks 1-6)
The collection commences, appropriately, with Gavin Wayte’s Music for Geoff. [1]  Short, simple
and poised, yet sophisticated in its harmonic content, this music perhaps reflects Gavin’s memory
that Geoff, as his teacher “…taught us to consider sound”. In contrast, Jatkuva [2]  is characterised
by a visceral driving energy reflecting the composer Mark Henry’s long-standing interest in har-
nessing the energy of rock. Vernacular sources are also evident in Semblance [3] by David Hamill,
a composer working in the film/TV environment.  He has said that he has aimed to represent Geoff’s
“overwhelming sense of humanity…without forgetting that playful twist of contradiction of course!”
From Those Flames, [4] a darkly brooding piece by Iestyn Harding, takes its title from Milton’s
Paradise Lost, a reference to a larger work of Iestyn’s from which the musical material has been har-
vested, and to Geoff’s own Lucifer which was work in progress when he became Iestyn’s supervi-
sor.  A slightly different take on playfulness is captured next in Jonathan Palmer’s Misgeoff. [5]
Marked sfacciato (trs. cheeky!), its sparkling liveliness finally evaporating into thin air like
Champagne bubbles.  The title of Message from Aiwass X (on his horoscope) [6] alludes to the
dedicatee’s penchant for things esoteric: Mic Spencer’s characteristically intense and rhythmically
complex music explores celestial extremes of range and volume, including eerie sforzandos on the
sustain pedal in silence.

Lagoon (Track 7)
Lagoon and Joyous Lake are alternative translations of tui or dui (兌 ), hexagram 58 of the I Ching:-   

An open surface, speaking with others, promoting interaction and interpenetration; responsive,

free, unhindered, pleasing; exchange, barter; straight, direct; meet, gather.   

I Ching – trs. R. Wilhelm

Geoff’s fascination with the ancient Chinese book of wisdom I Ching has inspired Chinese Whispers,
a vast matrix of interrelated piano pieces. Eventually there should be 64, encompassing every
human predicament.   Dui or Lagoon is among the first 32, published in 2009, and is dedicated to
Geoff’s predecessor at Bristol, the composer Professor Raymond Warren on his 80th birthday.

The Sheltering Bell (Track 8)
As part of its Centenary celebrations in 2009, the University of Bristol commissioned a special string
quartet from Geoff as its current professor of composition.   Naturally, this was to be a serious mon-
ument to the distinguished international standing of the University, and its commitment to learning
and culture.  But it also needed to be an entertaining amuse oreille, served between the main course
and the dessert of the Vice Chancellor’s Banquet in the Great Hall of the Wills Memorial Building.
Fortunately the Events Coordinator Alison Dawson, whose working day in the Wills Memorial
Building was punctuated hourly by its imposing bell, the “Great George”, had musical imagination
and a solution. Build the piece around the bell! 

This live concert recording, whatever its acoustic blemishes, fully captures the sound of the
Goldberg Ensemble at their vivid and glorious best.  They stand in a characteristic spatial arc (3 vio-
lins - viola - cello - bass - cello - viola - 3 violins) and the music makes full use of this layout. For
example a series of notes from players in light up-bowing might be answered by the opposing play-
ers in a clatter of down-bows.

Commissioned by the Huddersfield International Music Festival, Qigong is dedicated to Giles
Easterbrook, Geoff’s publisher at that time, and a most trusted friend and advisor.  The Goldberg
Ensemble, under Malcolm Layfield, gave the first performance in November 1999 and subsequent-
ly toured the work (and its similarly unconventional companion piece Crossing Ohashi Bridge) exten-
sively.
Sleeve notes a David Greenhorne, incorporating remarks from the composers. 

_____________________

Brodowski String Quartet

The gifted young Brodowski Quartet (David Brodowski, Catrin Win Morgan, Felix Tanner, Vanessa
Lucas-Smith at the time of this recording) won first prize in the 2008 Royal Overseas League
Competition. They were appointed to the Richard Carne Junior Fellowship for Chamber Ensemble
at Trinity College of Music – a role which sees them coaching student ensembles and increasing
young people’s awareness of chamber music - and are currently Quartet In Residence at Bristol
University

The Quartet has won a number of international prizes and has played with renowned musicians from
the chamber music field in some of Europe’s leading venues, including the Queen Elizabeth Hall and
the Barbican in London.

Goldberg Ensemble / Malcolm Layfield

The Goldberg Ensemble is a string ensemble formed by Malcolm Layfield in 1982 in Manchester.
The group performs variously as a chamber orchestra, a festival opera company, a chamber ensem-
ble, and a contemporary ensemble, and has toured internationally (Europe, South America, China,
Macau, and the Azores). 

The Ensemble has recorded numerous classical and contemporary works under the Meridian and
Naxos labels, and recently Poole’s Crossing Ohashi Bridge on NMC.

Malcolm Layfield is a brilliant violinist and inspirational conductor who has done much to highlight
top composers residing in the North of England.  He was appointed Head of the School of Strings
at the Royal Northern College of Music in 2002, and is currently Joint Artistic Director of its Violin
Festival.
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Great George’s resounding E flat tone and its shifting overtones and difference tones are announced
at the outset, and recreated a symbolic hundred times in the composition. Under its solemn protec-
tion the music seems to learn how to listen, and to explore. It visits the science laboratories, it returns
to the tower, then takes wing to the University’s expanding reputation. Finally the violins on high har-
monics introduce a topic that sparks a convivial if elaborate conversation (making use of his char-
acteristic African-inspired polyrhythmic techniques).  As Geoff sees it, a string quartet is a perfect
society in miniature, each voice having identity and presence in a balanced whole.

Joyous lake (Selection II) (Tracks 9-14)
Several composers could not resist using the dedicatee’s name in their compositions. David
Greenhorne’s concise but richly imagined Asante [9] commences with the notes - G E F F#.  There
are also references to the familiar Les Adieux motive, a quotation used in Ligeti’s Horn Trio, the first
music he studied with Geoff – though as he points out: ”happily in my piece the adieu is never com-
pleted.”  Jean Hasse is the second composer featured here who works in the field of film and TV
music.  Upon opening the door… [10] is her tribute to Geoff who – “…opened many doors for me.”
Trevor Siemen’s contemplative and richly harmonic like a leaf to a river [11] draws its inspiration
and title from an aphorism in Don Patersons Book of Silence. Alan Edward Williams has said that
the title of his character piece - The Devils Squeezebox [12] is – “a bit tongue in cheek – Geoff
always thought I was a bit of a puritan so that’s what the reference to the diabolic is in my mind”.
However it is interesting to note how as the piece progresses the life diabolical gradually leaches out
of the piece!  Liz Dobson’s If You Can’t Hold on, Hold On [13], fluid, minimalistic, but with expres-
sive modulations, conjures up a gentle drama.  With his laissez vibrer [14], Jean Paul Metzger has
contributed a highly colourful etude which deftly explores in its short span various forms of piano res-
onance as an analogy of Geoff’s pervading and resonating influence.   

String Quartet No. 2 (Tracks 15-17)
Poole’s second quartet occupies a special place in his stylistic development.  Disillusioned with the
direction of Western modernism and British politics, he had spent 1985-87 teaching in Nairobi,
Kenya, touring, and absorbing the culture and landscape.  Returning home with a new aesthetic con-
cept, two more years would pass in creative silence before he could find  instrumental colours and
technical approaches to match. Regenerating his voice at forty, he wrote the second quartet, which
The Lindsays toured to vibrant reception.  This recording was made in 1999 by Manchester’s
Camerata Quartet.

The first movement [15] explores an exuberant violin melody (supported by strumming texture) and
drum-like passages led by cello .  In this way Song and Dance (or Sky and Earth, perhaps) engage
in a deepening and complex relationship, often fiercely joyful.  The ensuing Variations in Search of

a Ground [16] is a fast-moving comedy of errors and stylistic puns.

The final movement, called Song of the Gambia [17] recreates the feel of of a hypnotic, impossible-to-
catch Gambian Court song heard at the Holland Park Festival of African Music in 1984, and never
encountered since - but never forgotten either. The song alternates with murmuring textures and a vari-
ety of Euro-Afro dialogues, anticipating works such as Two-Way Talking.

Joyous Lake (III) (Track 18-24) 
In Andrew Hall’s Some Musical Pillars (for Geoff) [18] drama is created by the “rude interruption” of a
soft and continuously flowing music by five strong pianistic gestures in a musical response to Bristol’s
Banksy.  One of several overseas composers drawn to Geoff’s supervision by his intercultural sympa-
thies, May-Kay Yau ranges between fierce Western modernism and authentic Chinese sensibilities; the
latter come to the fore in her beautifully crafted and economical Fireflies [19].  Matthew Nash’s ener-
getic moto perpetuo Outside the Box [20] is performed here by David Bednall to great effect.  Ge(O)ff

(21) by Steven Rockey works the motive G E F F# into a remarkably muscular and insistent waltz, in a
spirit of amicable revenge for a tricky undergraduate composition assignment.   An Affectionate

Gesture for Geoff [22] reflects Bahrainian composer Esam Aljawder’s skill in melding native Arabic
rhythms and modes with western classicism.  A similarly melodically driven bagatelle is Matthias
Strassmüller’s Nightly Arabesque [23], constructed from a series of delicate, filigree arpeggios and
modes.  The final piece, which is really untitled but asks the player to Contemplate [24], is a graphic
score and poem by Omega Mehrabi, realised here in Geoff’s impromptu improvisation.  Unfortunately
Edmund Bloxam’ s Journey to the People, teeming with original ideas and artful Poole quotations,
remains unrepresented pending the music-theatrical presentation it deserves. 

Qigong (Track 25)                                                                                                 
Transliterated variously as Ch’i Kun, Chi Kung etc, Qigong has become well known in the West as a
Chinese tradition of mindful movement like Tai Chi. 

At the time of composition in 1999, Geoff’s chief stress management techniques were workouts at the
Gym, Qigong, and Meditation on the breath.  For all their manifest differences, he could not help notic-
ing that all three were based on executing one focused physical task, and repeating it over and over
again, thereby building up physical well-being and mental calm.

This suggested a different kind of music: a kind of “variations on a theme” -  but without a theme.  Or if
there is a theme, it is this.  Adopt a secure stance with feet on the ground (open G).  Inhale (rise).
Balance.  Exhale (fall).   Stance.  Inhale.  Balance.  Exhale……….In each cycle that follows, microscopic
variations and mutations will arise - rather like the gradually shifting arcs of a pendulum - and they
become etched into the memory.  The transformations can sometimes be quite subtle, as is obvious
from the microtonal pitches and complex rhythms in the score.  But from time to time the music takes a
leap sideways into a new series of mindful movement, gradually raising energy levels towards longish
dance-like melodies, before emptying into poignant stillness.
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